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User Interaction with Scatterplots on Small Screens - A
Comparative Evaluation of Geometric-Semantic Zoom and Fisheye

Distortion
Thorsten Büring, Jens Gerken, Harald Reiterer

Abstract—Existing information-visualization techniques that target small screens are usually limited to exploring a few hundred items.
In this article we present a scatterplot tool for Personal Digital Assistants that allows the handling of many thousands of items. The
application’s scalability is achieved by incorporating two alternative interaction techniques: a geometric-semantic zoom that provides
smooth transition between overview and detail, and a fisheye distortion that displays the focus and context regions of the scatterplot
in a single view.
A user study with 24 participants was conducted to compare the usability and efficiency of both techniques when searching a book
database containing 7500 items. The study was run on a pen-driven Wacom board simulating a PDA interface. While the results
showed no significant difference in task-completion times, a clear majority of 20 users preferred the fisheye view over the zoom
interaction. In addition, other dependent variables such as user satisfaction and subjective rating of orientation and navigation
support revealed a preference for the fisheye distortion. These findings partly contradict related research and indicate that, when
using a small screen, users place higher value on the ability to preserve navigational context than they do on the ease of use of a
simplistic, metaphor-based interaction style.

Index Terms—Small screen, PDA, scatterplot, zoom, fisheye, focus+context.

1 INTRODUCTION

Small devices such as smart phones and Personal Digital Assistants
(PDAs) are becoming increasingly powerful and thus will soon serve
as a truly mobile alternative to notebooks. Field sales staff, for in-
stance, may use a PDA not only to manage business contacts and dates
but also to access and browse the company database to retrieve prod-
uct information while they are on the road. However, visualizing large
data sets on a limited screen real estate requires the designer to rely
on space-preserving encodings rather than on textual representation
of data. A way to accomplish this task is by using starfield displays.
The starfield approach consists of a scatterplot that is enhanced with
additional features to support selection and zooming. The scatterplot
in Figure 1 shows a visualization of a book database containing 7500
items on a PDA. Each book is represented by a gray pixel and mapped
to a Cartesian position by the scatterplot dimensions of year of publi-
cation (X-axis) and sale price (Y-axis). The year of publication denotes
a date consisting of year and month ranging from January 1950 to De-
cember 2010. The sale price holds a value between 0 and EUR 50.
Starfield displays have been found useful in a variety of retrieval sce-
narios and serve as a standard component of commercial visual anal-
ysis tools such as Spotfire [1]. The problem with scatterplots however
is that, given standard database sizes, the display usually becomes
crowded with data items and thus overlappings cannot be avoided.
When developing for small screens, this problem is even more acute:
In Figure 1, the screen and attribute characteristics amount to a poten-
tial information density of 150 items per pixel. In other words, one
gray pixel inside the scatterplot may represent up to 150 books.
There are two interesting research questions related to information
density. One deals with the effective visualization of overlappings and
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has been discussed in [14] and [15], for instance. The topic this paper
focuses on has not been addressed as yet and aims to provide inter-
action to prune visual clutter and to make each item easily accessible
to the user. Existing solutions have the drawback that their usability
deteriorates with increasing information density or that the interaction
style cannot be leveraged for pen-driven devices. We therefore im-
plemented and user-tested two novel interaction techniques to explore
large scale scatterplot data on PDAs, one based on a zoomable user in-
terface (ZUI) and the other one utilizing a fisheye distortion technique.

Fig. 1. scatterplot visualization of a book database containing 7500
items. The X-axis represents the year of publication and the Y-axis rep-
resents the sale price.
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2 RELATED WORK

Scatterplots have been used to present abstract data since the early
1800s. Due to their aggregate representation they give an overview
of the data that clearly reveals outliers, clusters and trends [31].
While paper-based diagrams are limited to a single view, interactive
scatterplots allow the user to explore the information space by moving
between multiple representations and viewpoints [11]. Starting
out from the overview, and in accordance with Shneiderman’s
information-seeking mantra [30], the application must support the
following kinds of interaction:
Details on demand
Since the overview of the information space does not reveal any
details, the application must provide an interaction feature to display
information about specific data items on demand.
Zoom
The details-on-demand approach assumes that all scatterplot items
are selectable. Due to data congestion, this is often not the case.
Moreover, overlappings hamper a precise examination of data subsets.
Considering the scatterplot in Figure 1, users may for instance be
interested in the distribution of book publication dates within the price
range of EUR 3.50 to EUR 5 between 1990 and 1991 grouped by
months. To reveal such information and to make each item accessible,
users first need to zoom in on a region of interest. Zooming means
changing the overall granularity of the view by decomposition [17],
i.e. breaking a larger data group into smaller groups based on the
given scatterplot dimensions.
Filter
Filtering for scatterplot visualization is usually realized via a time-
multiplexing technique such as dynamic queries [3]. While users
adjust control panels to define filters, the interface is rapidly updated,
highlighting those items that lie within all the filter ranges. However,
filtering does not guarantee that overlappings of data items are totally
removed from the diagram. Thus, dynamic queries are a powerful
option to support information seeking but do not allow scatterplot
exploration by themselves. In this paper we therefore concentrate
on how to provide interaction for view decomposition and details on
demand.

Among other domains, interactive scatterplot visualizations have been
applied to file systems [14], movie and real estate databases [2, 32]
and pharmaceutical, demographic and economic data [1, 10]. Almost
all systems provide a details-on-demand interaction by selecting
items from the scatterplot interface. Details are then presented in a
separate window, which allows users to view two data representations
of different granularity at the same time. Though useful in desktop
scenarios, this approach is hardly suitable for small screens. A sep-
arate window strongly affects the usability of a scatterplot interface
as it takes up valuable screen space. A smaller scatterplot window in
turn increases data clutter, which makes it more difficult for users to
select specific items. Hence, on small screens, overview and detail
information should be presented in the same view. The transition
between the views must be designed such that the application supports
rapid exploration of items without causing orientation disruptions.
The latter may for instance occur in systems like [2] in which details
are shown in a pop-up window. To close the pop-up, users have to
click a small icon in the window corner, which frequently drags the
attention and mouse cursor away from the original scatterplot focus.
While some systems do not manage overlappings at all, [2, 1] provide
zoom bars to reduce visual clutter. Equipped with three thumbs, a
zoom bar is a slider that controls the range boundaries of an axis
dimension. Moving the two extreme thumbs, users can increase or
decrease the upper and lower range boundary, causing a zoom in or
a zoom out by changing the scale on the corresponding display axis
[21]. Zoom bars have the advantage that rectangular regions of any
aspect ratio can be enlarged to full diagram size. Due to the position
of the thumbs, users receive instantaneous feedback on the degree of
zooming, and its similarity to a scrollbar may further support first-time
users in operating the widget. On the other hand, the usability of a
zoom bar deteriorates with a decreasing ratio of the physical slider

size and the attribute range of the related scatterplot dimension.
When visualizing large-scale data on small screens, the increased
thumb sensitivity may render a precise zoom operation difficult if
not impossible. Moreover, zooming in on a region of interest means
having to subsequently modify up to four thumbs, which makes
navigation rather tedious. Since sliders also take screen space away
from the scatterplot, zoom bars can be considered inappropriate for
small screens.
As an alternative to zoom bars, [1] offers point-directed zooming,
which is triggered by mouse events. To avoid confusion with the
item-selection action, this approach assumes a three-button mouse.
Users have to press the second mouse button to zoom in and a third
mouse button to zoom out. Unlike zoom bars, point-directed zooming
allows zooming in both scatterplot dimensions simultaneously. How-
ever, while zooming provides a valid option for view decomposition
on small screens, mouse commands do not. Devices such as PDAs
usually feature a touch screen in conjunction with a pen or stylus.
This kind of interaction has been found easy for novice users to learn,
and was recently also incorporated into gaming devices such as the
Nintendo DS (http://www.nintendo.com/systemsds). On the other
hand, it limits primary input commands to no more than screen taps.
This constraint must be taken into account when designing for small
screens.
Despite the potential benefits, there have been hardly any attempts to
implement interactive scatterplots on mobile devices. One of the very
few is [12], which visualizes a movie database containing 71 items on
a palmtop. The dimensions were chosen such that no overlappings of
items with different attribute values would occur. We enhanced this
approach with additional features and smooth zooming in [9]. Other
applications such as [7, 13] focused on map-based visualizations of
points of interest, but again the data sets used were very limited and
thus information density was not an issue. With regard to this, we
implemented two applications that would allow the exploration of
many thousands of items on a scatterplot screen of 240 x 320 pixel.

3 SCATTERPLOT INTERACTION

The applications that have been developed feature different kinds of
zoomable user interfaces (ZUIs) to allow for effective view decompo-
sition and details on demand. While pen-interaction is assumed, the
techniques presented may also be used in a split-screen scenario on
desktop computers where, due to multiple views, there is little space
available for the scatterplot. ZUIs are based on the assumption that
navigation in information spaces is best supported by tapping into our
natural spatial and geographical ways of thinking [26]. To implement
this approach on a computer screen, data objects must be organized in
space and scale. Users can navigate this space by performing zooming
(changing the scale) and panning (movement at constant scale) opera-
tions. Since ZUIs make more efficient use of limited screen real estate,
they thus provide a valuable solution for enhancing small displays.
A drawback with ZUIs is that users may easily become disoriented
once they have zoomed into the information space. This is due to
the clipping of orientation cues, an aspect that becomes increasingly
significant as less display real estate is available. To overcome this
problem, three solutions have been proposed: smooth zooming [5],
overview+detail [27] and focus+context interfaces [16]. In a for-
mer experiment we have already investigated the usability of smooth
zooming for a PDA scatterplot interface with and without overview
[8]. Although users acknowledged the orientation benefit of an ad-
ditional overview window, they were significantly faster when using a
detail-only ZUI. Next to the critical space trade-off, we assume that the
decrease in user performance was also partly due to the visual switch-
ing between the overview and the detail window, which is cognitively
very demanding [4]. In this paper we therefore want to extend the
PDA scatterplot interface with the detail+context technique of a fish-
eye view. The latter provides overview information without the need
for an additional window. It is contrasted with an advanced version of
the detail-only ZUI.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig. 2. geometric-semantic ZUI: smooth transition from overview to de-
tail by tapping and holding the pen on the display.

3.1 Geometric-semantic ZUI

We can distinguish two basic zoom concepts. Geometric zoom, which
is often found in PDF readers such as Adobe Acrobat Reader and Ap-
ple’s Preview, enlarges objects while zooming in and shrinks them
when zooming back out. A more complex approach is semantic zoom-
ing. Here, information objects are given a different visual representa-
tion, depending on the amount of real estate available to them [26].
This technique has for instance been used in a PDA web browser that
displays websites as readable thumbnail views [25]. On zooming in,
users are provided with the unabbreviated version of the corresponding
page elements such as paragraphs or input boxes. A similar applica-
tion facilitates image browsing on PDAs [24]. Images are presented
as thumbnails and grouped by directories. Users can browse through
the image hierarchies, while semantic zooming is used to display dif-
ferent thumbnail resolution at each level of detail. For the scatterplot
visualization we implemented both geometric and semantic zooming
to provide a fluent transition from scatterplot overview to detail infor-
mation in a single view.

3.1.1 Interaction Design
The basic idea of the geometric-semantic ZUI is that users can control
the ratio of overview and detail information by the degree of scaling
they perform. The more they zoom in, the fewer items are shown, but
more details are presented.
Users start the scatterplot exploration by tapping a region of interest
and holding the pen down on the display (Figure 2a). The system re-
sponds by highlighting the item that is closest to the pen position. It
becomes the ”focus item”. After an initial delay of 150 milliseconds a
fluent zoom animation is triggered, which consists of two steps. First,
only the scatterplot pane is magnified (Figure 2b, the circles have been
added to the screenshot to denote the position of the focus item). Book
representations that are far away from the focus item drift out of sight
while the focus item itself moves smoothly into the center of the view.
This reflects the assumption that books with similar attribute values
are of more interest to the user than those whose year of publication
and sale price differ widely from that of the focus item. While zoom-
ing in, the space gained through clipping is allocated to the remaining
items and causes data clusters to scatter. As soon as the decomposi-
tion has reached a level at which all overlappings have been resolved,
the second zoom step takes effect. Based on semantic zooming, the
continuously increasing distance between items is now used to change
their appearance. Gray pixels grow to small rectangles (Figure 2c) and
then to record cards, which are used to display information about the
books they represent (Figure 2d-f) .
Zooming in from the default scale to the maximum zoom level takes
1.8 seconds. Users can, at any time, interrupt the operation by lifting
the pen. This would for instance be necessary to examine the data dis-
tribution of a zoomed region or to choose another focus item. If not in-
terrupted, the animation continues until the record cards have reached
a size of 50% of the view size. In this state, the focus item is always
centered in the view window. Users can access book details while sur-
rounding items remain partly visible (Figure 2f). To zoom out, users
press the button showing the magnifying glass with the minus sign in
it. It is located below the diagram. Scaling down, the diagram pane
shrinks and the items change their appearance back to a single pixel
representation before being aggregated to the initial distribution and
density. Again, users can stop the operation by lifting the pen, other-
wise the animation continues until the default scale of the diagram has
been reached. Zooming out takes 1.3 seconds at most and depends on
the scale level.
An important feature is the highlighting mechanism. Due to the au-
tomatic selection based on proximity, zoom actions always target an
item. This helps to avoid a scenario in which users zoom into the
empty space between objects until all navigational cues have been
clipped. This problem is known as desert fog [22] and can cause se-
vere navigational problems for both novice and expert users.
As well as zooming, users can also pan the diagram via a pen gesture.
Users tap the display and drag the pen in the direction they want to
move the viewport. The speed of the animation that is triggered after
the pen has moved at least 5 pixels away from its original position is
defined by the overall distance it moves. Thus, during panning, users
can control the direction and speed through the pen position in real
time. If the pen is dragged back to its original position, the movement
slows down. Using this kind of sliding, it is possible to travel short
and long distances very accurately. Users can bring the panning to a
halt by lifting the pen. Another option for moving from one item in
the view to another is to simply tap it. The tapped item now becomes
the focus item and moves automatically to the center of the view.

3.1.2 Implementation
For the information space shown in Figure 1, the two scatterplot di-
mensions are characterized by a very different level of information
density. The number of potential attribute values that each physical
unit (pixel) on the Y-axis has to represent is several times larger than
the corresponding number for each unit on the X-axis. To achieve
an apparently uniform decomposition of both axes, a zoom operation
magnifies the scatterplot dimensions with different scale factors. This
results in the chessboard-like pattern of adjacent record cards (Figure
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2c-f) and minimizes the empty space between objects. Hence users
need to perform fewer navigational actions to move the viewport from
one item to another.
Presenting book information on the magnified record cards (Figure 2f)
has the advantage that no additional window for data output is needed.
For each book there exist three information elements: book title, cover
and textual details (i.e. author, shipping etc.). Screen space is allo-
cated by a predefined priority rating. First, the application displays
as many characters of the title as will fit into the enclosing rectangle
(Figure 2d) . If there is vertical space left, the image cover is scaled
and placed on the right hand side beneath the title. If there is horizon-
tal space left next to the cover, it is filled with textual details (Figure
2e). Due to this algorithm, users need to perform less zooming for
high priority information such as book titles and more for low priority
elements such as the ISBN code, for instance. Obviously, a possible
improvement would be to replace the predefined layout by an intelli-
gent solution that adjusts the priority rating of elements according to
the user’s specific information need. That way it would be easier to
compare book attributes across items.
Orientation inside the diagram relies strongly on the scatterplot labels.
Thus, during zoom operations, labels are rapidly and continuously up-
dated. In the default scale the X-axis is subdivided into decades and
the Y-axis into units of EUR 5. While zooming in, labels and grid
lines drift apart. New grid lines are drawn between them and, as soon
as enough space is available, they are labeled with the next-smaller
unit measure. This algorithm continues until each axis is displaying
its smallest unit. For the X-axis the unit measurements are: 10 years,
5 years, year, quarter (e.g. Jan01 means the first quarter in 2001) and
for the Y-axis: 5 euro, 1 euro, 10 cent, 5 cent, 1 cent.

3.2 Fisheye Distortion
The concept of a fisheye lens for computer interfaces was first intro-
duced in 1986 [16]. It is based on the distortion of a wide-angle lens
that shows the focus in detail and the remote regions in progressively
less detail. Compared to the ZUI, the fisheye has the advantage that
both detail and context can be integrated in a single view at the same
time.
Fisheye interfaces have been implemented in a variety of styles. One
example for a PDA application is DateLens [6]. It shows a tabular
calendar interface, in which cells that represent dates are enlarged or
minimized according to the user’s focus. The same approach has been
used in [23] to provide multiple views of application data. The fol-
lowing section, however, describes the first attempt to apply a fisheye
distortion to a scatterplot.

3.2.1 Interaction Design
To remove visual clutter in the fisheye scatterplot, users first hit the
box-icon button below the diagram. They can now draw a bounding-
box denoting the region of interest (Figure 3a). As soon as the pen
is lifted from the display, the application centers the focus region and
magnifies it in a smooth animation (600 milliseconds) to about 75% of
the diagram size (Figure 3b). The surrounding regions contract. Ob-
jects that are not in focus are still visible but are allocated less space.
In contrast, items in the focus region drift apart. Depending on the
given information density, users may have to apply the fisheye distor-
tion recursively to isolate items (Figure 3c). Panning is implemented
as drag&drop, i.e. dragging the diagram with the pen in the direction
opposite to that in which they want to move the viewport. This more
conventional alternative to the sliding metaphor in the ZUI gives users
more control but is also slower. By panning, users can move items in
and out of focus.
Compared to the ZUI, the fisheye provides a better orientation by con-
tracting and not clipping regions that are currently not of interest. That
way, users can make informed decisions about where to navigate. By
looking at the context, they may for instance prevent themselves from
panning into regions where there are no items located. Moreover, it is
possible to move the focus directly into a context region without hav-
ing first to zoom out. Users just need to draw a new bounding-box at
the desired position. Users can undistort the diagram by tapping and

holding the button with the magnifying glass and the minus sign. If
the button is only tapped but not held, the distortion settings of the
previous step, if any, are restored.
To access the details of book items, users tap in its vicinity. The item
closest to the pen position zooms to full screen in 250 milliseconds
and presents the book information on the familiar record card repre-
sentation (Figure 3d). Note that, unlike the ZUI, only the single item
is magnified, not the entire diagram. On tapping the record card, the
item zooms back to its original 1-pixel size and position. This mech-
anism is different to a pop-up in that the animation leads the user’s
eye back to the previously focused point in the diagram. Thus reori-
entation is supported. Moreover, users can tap anywhere on the record
card to remove it and do not need to hit an X-button in a fixed position.
The details of any non-overlapped item can be accessed, regardless of
whether the interface is distorted or not, and regardless of whether the
item of interest is located in a focus or context region.

3.2.2 Implementation
The algorithm used for distorting the interface is similar to orthog-
onal stretching as described in [28]. It has the advantage that many
properties of the original layout are preserved for the benefit of the
user’s mental map of the interface. However, in our case, the stretch-
ing is applied to the diagram pane and not to the objects. While screen
space is reallocated during distortion to magnify the focus, the ”com-
pass direction” of the items remains intact. The most important prop-
erty, however, is that the distortion does not affect parallelism between
lines. Unlike for instance when using radial distortion, items can still
be mapped in straight lines to the diagram labels. Hence the algorithm
proves especially useful for distorting a scatterplot interface.
During the distortion animation, the scatterplot labels are continuously
updated. The same unit measurements are used as listed in Section
3.1.2. To avoid confusing overlapping of labels, the context regions
are only labeled with the start or end unit of the axis.

4 EXPERIMENT

We have presented two very different interaction strategies to explore
scatterplot interfaces with a high information density on small screens.
To compare the interfaces in terms of usability, we conducted an ex-
periment in which users had to complete various search tasks on a
collection of 7,500 books. We chose this data set with respect to the
scenario mentioned in the introduction: a field sales person is brows-
ing a large product catalogue on a mobile device. The test focused on
efficiency (task completion time) and subjective user ratings (system
preference and user satisfaction). This section describes our hypothe-
ses and experimental settings.

4.1 Interfaces
To provide the participants with more realistic search features and to
allow us to emulate different levels of information density, we en-
hanced the scatterplot with a set of dynamic query modules [3] (see
Figure 2, 3 below the diagram window). By ticking checkboxes, users
could filter out books based on binding type or availability. Next to
that, they could also control the relative amount of money they wished
to save compared to the current list price of each book. For this con-
tinuous attribute, we added a range slider that was also used to vi-
sualize the distribution of books against savings. When ticking the
checkboxes or moving the slider, the diagram is rapidly updated, hid-
ing those items that did not satisfy the filter requirements.

4.2 Materials
The applications were implemented using the Microsoft .Net and the
.Net compact framework 1.1. Since current mobile devices are not
powerful enough to cope with memory-intensive applications, we ran
the test on a Wacom Board connected to a 3 GHz Pentium 4 PC with
1 GB RAM. This allowed us to use pen-interaction while also being
provided with sufficient processing power. As shown in Figure 4, the
application interface took up a portion of 240 x 320 pixels of the Wa-
com Board display, mimicking the standard PDA resolution. Next to
the screen-recording software, which also recorded the audio stream,
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Fig. 3. fisheye interface: a and b show a recursive distortion to remove visual clutter; in c the user taps an item to access its details; d shows a
record card representation.

we logged task completion times and zooming and panning attempts
directly within the application. To measure user satisfaction with re-
gard to functionality, we used the pragmatic quality (PQ) dimension
of the Attrakdiff questionnaire [19], which consists of seven items on
a 7-point semantic differential. We supplemented the Attrakdiff with
two questions regarding the quality of navigation and orientation fea-
tures of the two interfaces, both of them measured on a 7-point scale.
System preference was also measured with additional questions, di-
rectly asking the subjects which of the two interfaces they preferred
and furthermore if they thought that the less preferred interface was
nevertheless superior for certain tasks. We also asked which interface
they thought was more efficient in terms of task-completion times and
which of the two panning techniques (sliding versus the conventional
drag&drop) they preferred. A pre-test questionnaire was used to col-
lect demographic data.

Fig. 4. simulated PDA interface on a Wacom Board.

4.3 Hypotheses
The hypotheses were:
1. Task-completion time would be better for the fisheye interface. To
date, there have been only very few studies comparing the usability of
fisheye views and ZUIs. One is [29], in which a fisheye view was con-
trasted with a traditional full-zoom view on hierarchically clustered
networks. It was found that subjects using the fisheye interface were
significantly faster at completing tasks and made fewer unnecessary
navigational steps through the hierarchy. The authors concluded that
the fisheye view helped the subjects to concentrate directly on the task
itself, resulting in quicker navigation and less unnecessary exploration.

Another study analyzed the usability of a fisheye technique under the
additional constraint of a limited screen real estate [18]. Again the
authors found that the fisheye was faster for navigation tasks, while a
simple two-level zoom improved the completion time for monitoring
tasks. For the scatterplot interface, we expected to obtain similar re-
sults. Users would need to perform less unnecessary navigation, which
would compensate for the more time-consuming distortion technique
of the fisheye view. On the other hand, tasks that require direct access
to the information of a single item would be completed significantly
faster when using the geometric-semantic ZUI.
2. Users would prefer the geometric-semantic ZUI to the fisheye in-
terface. At first glance this statement may seem to contradict the
first hypothesis but it is based on the experience that interface effi-
ciency does not necessarily correlate with user preference. Studies that
compared ZUIs or overview+detail interfaces to a fisheye view found
that although the fisheye improved user performance for many task
types, subjects were still clearly in favor of the alternative interface
[18, 20, 4]. It appears that the rather artificial distortion may discour-
age users and thus decrease user satisfaction. Moreover, we assumed
that the geometric-semantic ZUI would be preferred for its hedonic
qualities. Due to the fly-through and slide metaphors, it reminds one
in some ways of a computer game.

4.4 Tasks

During the experiment, and for each of the two interfaces, users had
to solve a different set of 10 tasks after four training tasks. A task set
comprised three different types of questions: A. Visual Scan (2) For
example: how many books have been published since the year 2000
at a price of EUR 30? B. Information Access (4) Who is the author
of the most expensive book published in the year 2005? C. Compar-
ison of Information objects (4) Between August and November 2001
four books were published which are available at a price of EUR 8.53.
Which is the one with the most pages?

4.5 Participants

For the study we selected 24 subjects, 11 male and 13 female. 23 of
them were students at the University of Konstanz. Their ages ranged
from 19 to 33 years. The other subject was an engineer and aged
50. The fields of study varied, with psychology students (7 subjects)
being the largest group. Only one participant was a PhD student in
computer science. The pre-test questionnaire also revealed that two
of our subjects actually owned a PDA and a further ten had at least
tried one and were therefore familiar with the general pen interaction
concept. All of our users were regular PC and internet users. In order
to test familiarity with zoomable user interfaces, we asked for google
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earth knowledge. Seventeen subjects were aware of google earth but
only one had actually used it.

4.6 Design
We used a counter-balanced within-subjects design, balancing the two
interface types and task-sets. This resulted in four different groups
mirroring all possible variations of interface and task-set order. We
randomly assigned six subjects to each group. For analysis, we
mainly used repeated measures ANOVAs (RM-ANOVAs). Our in-
dependent variable was interface type (geometric-semantic ZUI and
fisheye interface). The dependent variables were task-completion time
(in seconds), system preference (geometric-semantic ZUI or fisheye
interface), user-satisfaction (Attrakdiff PQ Scores), error-rate (number
of incorrectly answered tasks) and navigation actions (panning and
zooming attempts). Because of the different interaction techniques,
we included navigation actions mainly for the sake of completeness
but did not expect to be able to compare the two interfaces on the basis
of this variable.

4.7 Procedure
The session started with a short written introduction and the pre-test
questionnaire. Users were then introduced to the pen handling on the
Wacom Board, during which the pen was recalibrated by the subjects
themselves. Next a tutorial video was shown, introducing the interac-
tion of the first interface. After that, users had time to try the appli-
cation on their own and ask questions. The test administrator asked
subjects to try the interaction techniques as shown in the video. When
participants showed that they had understood the interface, each of the
fourteen task questions was presented to them successively as a print-
out. The first four questions were labeled as training tasks and subjects
were still allowed to ask questions while working on them. Partici-
pants read all questions aloud and then pressed a ”start task” button on
the upper left of the screen. When they felt they could answer the ques-
tion, users tapped a ”say answer” button below the ”start task” button.
When the training tasks had been completed, no further support was
given. After answering the questions in the first task-set, subjects com-
pleted the Attrakdiff questionnaire. Subsequently, the same procedure
was repeated for the second interface and the second task-set. At the
end, subjects also completed a preference questionnaire and were then
given a movie theatre voucher worth EUR 10. Experiment sessions
lasted about 60-75 minutes.

5 RESULTS

This section describes the results of the study, with the focus on our
two hypotheses. During the analysis we discovered a significant inter-
action effect between system order, task-set order and interface type.
Further analysis traced this effect back to a single task in one of the
two task sets, which unintentionally resulted in a bias towards one of
the interface types. We therefore excluded this task from further anal-
ysis. Moreover, we also excluded one subject from our task time anal-
ysis since their total task completion time was identified as an outlier
(> 3∗St.Deviation).

5.1 H1: Task Completion Time
In our first hypothesis, we assumed that participants would be able
to solve tasks significantly faster when using the fisheye interface.
However, analysis revealed that it took users about the same time
to complete the 10 tasks with both interfaces (623.8 seconds for the
geometric-semantic ZUI compared to 612.4 seconds for the fisheye in-
terface, see Figure 5a). The small difference is not significant, F(1,22)
= 0,002, p=n.s., and therefore contradicts our hypothesis. We then
analyzed whether the interfaces differed for the three task types. We
suggested that the ZUI might be faster for Information Access tasks
but slower for the two other task types. Figures 5b to 5d show that this
is indeed the case, however the rather small differences are not signifi-
cant. Regarding navigation, the fisheye interface required far fewer ac-
tions but, since task times are similar, it seems that they required more
time to execute. Hence we assume that drawing a bounding box is
cognitively more demanding than the more direct zooming of the ZUI.

We also analyzed whether other variables such as gender had an influ-
ence on task completion time. It took our male subjects significantly
less time to complete the tasks (geometric-semantic ZUI: 529 seconds
compared to 646 seconds, F(1,22) = 7.5, p = 0.012; fisheye interface:
521 seconds compared to 650 seconds, F(1,22) = 6.9, p = 0.016).
PDA experience, on the other hand, showed no effect on task com-
pletion time. Our post-test questionnaire included one question where
subjects were asked to choose the interface with which they thought it
had taken them less time to complete the tasks. About 30% guessed
incorrectly. This is not surprising, however, bearing in mind the small
differences in the overall task times (in most cases between one and
two minutes per task-set). The interfaces did not differ in terms of task
accuracy - in both cases, more than 90% of correct answers were given
on average.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 5. (a) Total Task Time, (b) Visual Scan, (c) Information Access, (d)
Comparison

5.2 H2: Preference + Questionnaire Results
Our second hypothesis suggested that users would prefer the
geometric-semantic ZUI to the fisheye interface. However, the results
obtained strongly contradict this hypothesis: 20 subjects preferred the
fisheye interface and only three the ZUI (X2(1,N = 23) = 12.565, p <
0.001). In the search for reasons we first analyzed our Attrakdiff re-
sults. As can be seen in Figure 6, users rated the fisheye interface sig-
nificantly better; 5.11 compared to 4.11, F(1,23) = 20.84, p < 0.001.
Furthermore our two additional questions regarding navigation and
orientation features were clearly rated in favor of the fisheye interface
(navigation: 5.79 compared to 4.83, F(1,23) = 9.6, p < 0.01; orien-
tation: 5.7 compared to 4.7 F(1,23) = 9.9, p < 0.01). In a second
step we took a closer look at the statements users gave as the reasons
for their preference. Most users mentioned that the fisheye interface
offered a better orientation (9 subjects), that drawing bounding boxes
was the easier way to get to a certain area (8 subjects) and that it al-
lowed a faster task completion (6 subjects). Furthermore, seven sub-
jects mentioned that they had problems with the sliding technique of
the ZUI. We assume that this was mainly caused by the users’ unfa-
miliarity with this kind of panning. As a result some subjects acciden-
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tally triggered a zoom operation when actually trying to slide. Nev-
ertheless, 18 subjects could think of a task where the non-preferred
interface would be better. In the group that preferred the fisheye in-
terface, seven subjects stated that in the ZUI it was easier to compare
books that were spatially close. Other statements were that it was
easier to access a single book (3 subjects), that the zooming actually
enlarged the books (3 subjects) and one subject mentioned that the
semantic zoom offered the possibility to discover other books of po-
tential interest while navigating to a certain area. Regarding the group
that in general preferred the ZUI, two subjects preferred the fisheye
interface for tasks where they had to access a given area of interest.
Comparing the panning techniques, our subjects preferred the more
conventional drag&drop mechanism over the sliding technique(16:7,
X2(1,N = 23) = 3.522, p = 0.061, n.s.).

Fig. 6. comparing Attrakdiff PQ Scores between interface types

6 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we presented two interaction techniques for view
decomposition and detail access of a scatterplot interface on small
screens. One technique is based on the metaphor of a zoomable user
interface. It allows users to control the ratio of overview and detail
information presented on the screen in a continuously adjustable fash-
ion. The fisheye interface on the other hand is based on a distortion
algorithm that integrates both focus and context in a single view. We
conducted an experiment that involved searching a book database
on a simulated PDA screen using the two techniques and found that
participants significantly preferred the fisheye view to the ZUI. User
statements suggest that this result is due to the better orientation
features and the more precise navigation offered by the interface. This
finding is important because it contradicts previous research in which
fisheye views have been found inferior to other interfaces in terms
of user preference. We assume that fisheye techniques may integrate
better with abstract information spaces such as diagrams, while user
satisfaction decreases with domains such as maps, in which a higher
degree of fidelity to the standard layout is essential [27]. Our results
may also indicate that, when using a small screen, users place higher
value on the ability to preserve navigational context.
In contrast to our expectations, we did not find a significant difference
in task-completion time between the interfaces. Due to the context
view, the fisheye interface required less navigation, but this advantage
could not compensate for the slower interaction mechanism compared
to the direct-zoom feature of the geometric-semantic ZUI.

7 OUTLOOK

Apart from comparing the interaction techniques, the study also
confirmed that scatterplots are a reasonable solution for searching
and exploring large information spaces on small screens. Enhanced

by an appropriate visualization for indicating overlapping items, the
applications may be well-suited to much larger information spaces
than the one used for the evaluation.
In addition to improving the visualization, we also plan to experiment
with a new interaction technique that would combine the features of
both the interfaces presented in this paper. Although the results of the
user test show a strong user preference for the fisheye view, they also
indicate that the geometric-semantic ZUI has its advantages. 15 of the
20 participants who voted in favor of the fisheye interface stated that
for some tasks they had preferred using the ZUI. This was particularly
true for tasks in which users needed to access book details directly,
or for tasks involving a comparison of items that were close to each
other. Unlike the fisheye view, in which detail access can only be
performed sequentially, the ZUI allows the user to capture the content
of several items during the course of navigation. Hence, a possible
redesign may for instance allow users to apply the geometric-semantic
zoom in the focus region of the fisheye interface. Objects that move
out of the focus region while zooming in, would be reduced to a
single pixel in the context region, while the items in focus change
their appearance based on the available screen real estate to the record
card representation. We assume that this kind of visualization may
provide a better support for exploration tasks.
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